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I. INTRODUCTION

The nature of the appropriate role for AI is a topic of great interest in many disciplines, and Education is no exception. Perhaps, the initial focus of AI in Education research was on attempts to create systems that are as perceptive as human teachers [1]. Therefore, the majority of early research in the field focused on designing autonomous intelligent tutoring systems. However, more recently, there have been AI technologies embedded in non-autonomous systems, used by educators to support their practice. Non-autonomous systems, in which AI is used to extend human cognition and enhance teacher and learner capabilities, differ significantly from approaches that aim to create fully automated AI systems. These non-autonomous approaches might even be considered as ‘incomplete’ or ‘inadequate’ in AI research. Here, I argue that, in educational contexts, AI systems should be considered a continuum with regards to the extent they are decoupled from humans, rather than only an approach to provide full-automation. AI can be used to externalize, internalize or extend human cognition [2], and these different conceptualizations and implementations of AI can each have a valuable role to play in the support of learning and teaching. In this paper, I will briefly describe the distinctions between AI as a fully autonomous system versus AI as part of a non-autonomous supportive system, and present examples of both in educational contexts. I will particularly focus on multimodal learning analytics where the human cognition is internalised or extended with AI tools, rather than externalised. For educational research, where the ultimate purpose is to improve education rather than improving the state-of-the-field in AI, AI extenders as exemplified in learning analytics research should be distinct from research on fully autonomous AI designs; and they require attention from the field at least in equal measure.

II. RELEVANT THEORIES

A. AI to Extend Cognition and Enhance Capabilities

The idea of computers as interactive systems to support and potentially augment human capabilities is not new [3], yet, recently, it is re-visited in the context of AI systems designed to augment human intelligence [4]. The general idea of technology helping humans become more capable through expanding their cognitive capacities is usually associated with the thesis of extended cognition [5]. This argues that human cognition can be partially represented by artefacts that are able to exemplify the right kinds of computations. It maintains that the artefacts we use to help us complete cognitive tasks can become integrated into our biological capacities and can play a functional role in triggering our cognitive abilities. Therefore, rather than considering human cognition as limited to intracranial biological activities, the theory proposes that the wider processes that take place in the surrounding environments of humans can actually constitute human cognition [5]. These “cognitive artefacts” [6] can replace some of the functions of the brain through extended cognition, but also can move beyond them to potentially enhance cognitive capabilities. Based on earlier work [6], more recent researchers defined a cognitive extender as “…an external physical or virtual element that is coupled to enable, aid, enhance, or improve cognition, such that all – or more than – its positive effect is lost when the element is not present” [2, p.3]. Recently, learning analytics research generated valuable examples of cognitive extenders in various forms (i.e teacher and learner dashboards) to support and extend teacher and learner cognition. Positioning AI systems as cognitive extenders is significantly different than positioning AI systems as fully autonomous external systems. The first situates “the intelligence” within the human-artificial coupled systems, whereas the latter, in the artificial. There is relatively less research undertaken in non-autonomous AI systems coupled with humans, however particularly in areas of social sciences such as Education, focus on these systems might lead to more productive outcomes.

III. TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES AND REAL WORLD APPLICATIONS

The literature on such theoretical and philosophical considerations on the different conceptualizations of AI might appear too abstract for researchers and practitioners of the AI in Education field. Nevertheless, a significant question to ponder upon and investigate for the field is what might different conceptualizations of AI systems as a continuum with regards to their autonomy mean for AI in Education research and practice? AI systems can vary considerably in the extent of their autonomy and symbiosis with humans, and design decisions about the autonomy of an AI system have significant social and ethical implications. Colleagues in [2], make a valuable contribution to this discussion with their arguments suggesting to consider non-autonomous AI systems distinctively from autonomous, human decoupled AI systems. However, general recommendations naturally fall short in terms of their particular implications in specific research areas. In the next section, I attempt to make some of the discussed distinctions more concrete within the context of multimodal AI systems in Education.

A. Multimodal Machine Learning vs Multimodal Learning Analytics

Modality can be defined as the type of communication channel used by two agents to convey and acquire information that defines the data exchange [7]. Some modalities used in AI in Education research include, but are not limited to, video, audio, text, click-stream, eye tracking, electroencephalography (EEG), and electro-dermal data. Multimodality has great potential to
help us understand the complex world around us and it has been studied for around three decades in the context of social semiotics. Its potential to interpret complex social phenomena led AI researchers to try and build models that can process information from multiple modalities through machine learning techniques and social signal processing [8]. The literature on multimodal machine learning is rich with examples of audio-visual speech recognition; multimedia content indexing and retrieval, as well as multimodal affect recognition [9]. Learning from multimodal data provides opportunities to acquire an in-depth understanding of complex processes and, for AI research to make progress, it makes sense to focus on multimodal machine learning models that can process and relate information from multiple modalities [8]. However, in multimodal machine learning research, the ultimate aim is to create fully-autonomous systems that in essence replicate the human cognition through decoupling humans from the system by making machines capable of processing multimodal data at a similar accuracy. In this sense, they can be considered on the one extreme of the AI continuum towards high autonomy. For instance, specifically in learning contexts, there are recent attempts that aim to interpret various modalities of data including click-stream data, eye-tracking, EEG, video, and wristband data to automatically predict learning performance in game contexts [10]. These kinds of studies are great examples of showcasing the potential of machine learning approaches to unravel complicated manifolds in complex educational data including non-linear effects and multivariate interactions. They are also good examples to present the superiority of multimodal over unimodal approaches in terms of predicting learning performance automatically. The full-automatic is particularly useful for the provision of personalised support to learners through intelligent tutoring systems and adaptive learning platforms.

On the other hand, in educational contexts, there are also plenty of multimodal AI technologies that are embedded in non-autonomous systems used by educators as support tools. Most of this research is undertaken under the emerging area of multimodal learning analytics and they provide promising opportunities for the advancement of educational research and practice. For instance, researchers recently proposed a multimodal feedback approach for learner reflections based on posture, gaze, volume, and performance data [11]. Similarly, within the context of collaborative learning, data from verbal and physical interactions of students are used to provide insights into their collaborative actions around table-top computers [12]. Furthermore, there are examples of similar aimed research investigating the potential of multimodal data to support learners’ self-regulation performance [13]; project-based learning [14], tutor evaluations in debating [15], and classroom orchestration for teachers [16]. In this line of research, certain tasks and activities are indeed automated with the help of AI approaches. Nevertheless, in essence, most multimodal learning analytics approaches aim to provide explicit and comprehensible ways of presenting information to learners and teachers to make them more informed decision makers. Therefore, these AI technologies are designed to be tightly coupled with humans to become part of their extended cognition, and ultimately enhance their capabilities in teaching and learning. This work requires a greater emphasis on tutor and learner interfaces of non-autonomous AI systems as they need to be smoothly internalized by humans. It is important to note that the interfaces do not necessarily explain how the subsystem AI works to teachers and learners, but they provide opportunities for cognitive processes to be instantiated and internalized by humans to make the most of the multimodal learning analytics tool. In this sense, they are less autonomous systems of the AI continuum. Due to the significant difference in their respective ultimate goals, the design of autonomous AI systems as exemplified in the multimodal machine learning research, and the design of multimodal learning analytics research should be considered as relevant but distinct initiatives in the AI in Education field.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper, I argued for the value of considering the autonomy of AI systems as a continuum in educational research. Within the context of AI in Education, I presented two paradigms of i) multimodal machine learning that aims to create AI through externalisation and replication of human cognition and ii) multimodal learning analytics that aims to design artefacts that involve AI technology, but also tightly coupled with humans to enable, aid or extend their cognition and enhance their capabilities. The first approach is particularly useful for the provision of personalised support for learners through intelligent tutoring systems. However, education systems are much broader than what intelligent tutoring systems can provide on their own. Moreover, to keep the interest of AI in Education research only on the design of systems that can mimic or replace human tutors, would limit the possibilities of AI in Education to supporting tutors to reach a “standard human tutor” level. On the other hand, if the focus is on non-autonomous AI systems that are not like human, but human-centred, there are greater opportunities to extend human cognition and enhance our capabilities in both teaching and learning.
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